
Acrobat XL Plus Trio Set

Include:

The complete set from birth, consisting of:
Stylish aluminum frame with reversible seat unit inclusive boot cover
Cuddly pram
ISOFIX compatible car seat Comfort Fix group 0+ (up to 13 kg)

Highlights:

The stylish stroller set ICOO. With high-quality, rich fabrics and LED lighting. So you're in the dark safe and
elegant way.

With one-hand-unlocking for a fast folding. With its compact folded size the Acrobat XL fits in the smallest car boot

All components can be fixed directly to the frame without additional adapters (Easy-Fix)

The car seat is both individually usable with 3 point seat belt as well as in combination with the separately
available ISOFIX BASE in the vehicle.

The special construction of the PU wheels leads to an excellent run - even by sand or snow.

Productimages:
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Acrobat XL Plus Trio Set

Aesthetic, innovative and multi-patented. Acrobat XL Plus Trio Set is a complete solution
for parents with newborns and children aged up to around 2.5 years that has been
well-designed right down to the smallest detail. Every iCoo lover will be impressed by the
stylish elements, full PU wheels, LED lights and one-handed folding mechanism. Acrobat
XL Plus Trio Set also features a high-quality carrycot, Isofix base-compatible car seat,
convertible pushchair attachment, compact folded dimensions and low weight, making it
the perfect companion.

Swivelling and lockable front wheels and light, aluminium frame make this buggy
especially easy to steer. Full PU wheels that handle better than pneumatic tyres make for
a quiet ride, as well as providing suspension. The height-adjustable handle is made from
washable leather, just like the front bar. Switch on the LED light on the chassis when you
are out and about in the dark. Choose between a flashing and a steady light. Activate the
one-handed folding mechanism to transport the buggy. The seat with front bar folds
forward, thanks to the patented folding mechanism. This reduces the buggy incl.
attachment to a compact size. Ideal for travel or for storing Acrobat XL in the trunk. 

Combine with the CARRYCOT to use the stylish Acrobat XL for your newborn. The
carrycot can be mounted onto the chassis using the Easy Fix System. Every bit as easy
is the CAR SEAT that can also be used from birth. It is compatible with our iCoo Isofix
base and offers maximum safety for your child on every car journey. We have patented
the absolutely innovative, shock-absorbent, PU foam used in the car seat that guarantees
particularly good side-impact protection. The 3-point belt makes it even safer. Breathable
materials have been used so that your baby always feels comfortable in the car seat.
Head protection and wedge-shaped cushion are optionally available. 

Combine car seat and chassis into a practical SHOP'N DRIVE SYSTEM for shopping
trips. When you come back from shopping, you can remove the car seat from the chassis
and secure it into the car, using the one-handed unlocking mechanism, while your baby
stays in the car seat and sleeps on. 

As your child gets older, he or she can explore the world in the SPORTS BUGGY. The
attachment is particularly light, which makes it easy to convert. With just one hand, you
can shift the backrest into a lying position and the footrest is also adjustable. The large
canopy can be extended and pulled far forward to protect your child. The
colour-coordinating leg cover provides additional protection and completes this great set. 

The 5-point belt and front bar keep your little one safe on the move. The soft-touch-brake
reliably secures the buggy when you take a break. There is room for baby accessories,
toys or shopping in the basket. Its folded dimensions are so compact that iCoo Acrobat
can easily be stored in the smallest trunk.

Our tip! ICoo Isofix base available to match this set.
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Acrobat XL Plus Trio Set

Colorvariants
151518 Diamond Sapphire 151525 Diamond Olive 151532 Diamond Caviar 151549 Diamond Ruby 151556 Sahara

Characteristics FRAME

Aluminium frame

High-quality full PU-wheel

Suspension

Reversible seat unit

Height-adjustable handle 2x / 99 - 103 cm

Lockable and swivelling front wheels

Detachable front wheels

Large shopping basket

Locking brake

LED lights

Characteristics INFANT CARRIER

3-point safety harness

Isofix Base compatible
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Acrobat XL Plus Trio Set

Characteristics INFANT CARRIER

Breathable fabrics

Removable head protection

Removable seat wedge

Removable seat cover

Removable canopy

Characteristics BUGGY

One Hand Backrest adjustment

Back rest inclination 103 - 160,5 °

Adjustable back rest (different positions or continuously) 3 x

Adjustable foot rest 3 x

Detachable front bar

Detachable cover

Detachable canopy

5-point harness system

Wipeable

Measurements and weights FRAME/ BUGGY

Weight buggy ( in total) 12,1 kg

Measurements folded (min.) 80 x 55 x 40 cm

Measurements built-up (max.) 85 x 55 x 103 cm

Seat width 32 cm

Height of handle 103 cm

Height-adjustable handle 2x / 99 - 103 cm

Measurements lying area 89 cm

Lengths of seat and back rest 25 / 48 cm

Wheel diameter (back wheel) 15,5 cm

Wheel diameter (front wheel) 19,5 cm
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Acrobat XL Plus Trio Set

Measurements and weights PRAM

Weight carry cot 3,4 kg

Inner measurements carry cot 68 x 32 x 22 cm

Measurements and weights INFANT CARRIER

Weight infant carrier 4,3 kg

Seat width 25 cm

Seat width 25 cm

Measurements infant carrier 66 x 45 x 60 cm

Recommended age range

Pram: from birth to 9 kg

Infant carrier: From 0 month to 13 kg 

Buggy / push chair: From 0 month to 15 kg

Sending information

Weight total single item (incl. box) 25,3 kg

Pack size 56 x 61 x 83 cm

Test results and awards:
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Acrobat XL Plus Trio Set

Product Videos

iCoo - Acrobat XL
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dNKiGqbd_6M

Acrobat XL Plus Trio Set Up
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Hg06AzY5mU

https://www.youtube.com/hauckfunforkids
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